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bX-pPOdUCt cont*huum lqffmthd normal paracompact 
--I 
pseudonormal 
For Xn topological spaces the box product, Cl,,, Xn, is the topology on the 
cartesiaq product generated by sets of the form nBCo U, where each U,, is open 
i1.t jym. For jgetieral backgr3und see van Douwen [I]. 
Tbrearem 1. Suppe for each n, X,, is countable and normal. Then O,c,, X,, is 
pseudonormal. 
Van Douwen [l] shows that this theorem extends to box products of arbitrarily 
pgnf &c&s (ClMm 2, 1-M); This theorein is tlso true if the Xn are only assumed 
tti b.e compact (Claim 1, El); bui it is false if the X, are only assumed f~ be 
metric spaces (12.1). For any Hausdati spBce X the following lemma is true. 
This, is due 
i”& 
to, &men.. The .proof appears in van Douwen [I, Claim 3, Il.h]. 
$0 shajv -that the product of a compact space and a pseudonormal 
We begin by showing thsi E satisfies Lemma I(A) for K = E md @q &MBIXM 
l(B). We use this to show that every countable c-d I?sPt,+& :,h& tie 
paracompactnesslike property expressed 3n Lmma UJB)* _ ’ ’ : 
cG?z. c!(up,~ Wp) = UpcE cT(Wp). 
~kio,ofcourse,provesthelemma.Supposex~U,,E cl(U,).Fmeachn ifx(n)=x& 
choose 61 n open in X,, with xi tz O”, 47” G UP, and for 41 p E B if IPIG& 8~1d 
xR G r:I(U” i, then U” n cI(Uz) =4. We will show that: 
Let ya,,, A$. For x E F, let Gx = (n C w 1 y(n) e cl( v:’ )}. If G, and G,, are 
finite, +“eren ~0 -x1, SO except for one equivalence class it is easy to build a! 
neighburhood of y disjoint from all Uxb 
NOW far each x E F let 9” be a focally finite refinement of a/; covering F n [xl. 
T&q S=(_j(Sx. xx F} is a lodly finite refinement of $I covering F. El 
1 do not knuv if it is consistent with ZI?C that: 
ao 
neti 
is normal (where Q is the space of rational numbers), or if its nonnormality is 
consisterr t. 
‘Ihe next theorem geri~ralizes the theorem of Rudin [>I and its generalization 
in Kunen 3[2]. 
Giwn Xa fur Q[ <WI the box product, <ol-4J~<,, A&* is the topology on the 
carr~&an product generated by sets of the form n,,,, U, where each tr, is open 
in YC* and for all but counably many CII, Cr, =X,. 
Fe basic ‘open sets. 
for each 19 and 
Since the weight of <uyl-VoqWl X, is w 1 we have immediately that <OJ~ - 
v ar<a)l X. is paracompact (see Kunen 12, Lemma 1.31). ’ ’ , ’ ” 
Lemma 4. a is a closed, conthsus mq7. 
B-f. CT is continusus by definition, Suppose K is B ckmd subset of <au1 - 
cl a<w, X,, and o(x) S! v(K). 
C”czim. For every FE [urt3<” there exists a basic open set I/F = n,,,, V,” w&h 
XEU~, UFr‘,K=8,andfQrallaEF, U,“=X,. 
Now WC: continue proving the lemma. 
We seek an (r <o i such %at for every F G [&Jr”, there is t & with the supprt 
of UF contained in a! and &j&it from R Such an CT can be gotten by a Lowenheim- 
Skslem argument. Let br bc a lar e enuq$ regular car&at such that H,, the sets 
hcreditariiy c\f cardimality less than K, contains +u. 1 -Cl, =+I Xa. Let (A#, r ) be a 
countable elementary su tructure of (&, 6) with x,K, and <o~-[lacml X, 
elements of M. 
Although iw is not transitive it ca.n be seen that for any X EM if I&W% is 
countabIe”, then X is contained in M (w is contained in M and if MPt 
“ ,i: (&) -pto X”, then X ={f(n): n Q&GM’). 
Let &Y = 121 r\w 1. Working in M, for each F E f&j<” find U” EM ~4th x E’ Up, 
UF AK = 8, and F disjoint from the support Q! fJF* I.‘et FR for +a < id: be aa increasin 
sequence of fir.lite subsets c9f CY such that il~t r= C. Jntw FR. Fdcw fc.a every $3 e(u1 let 
k7B = nfiSF, LP or (r=: eythis is a firiite intersectidn and far #I 28 a9 Vfi w Xs sini% 
the support of ed irr 34. Let V = &col l& then ~le:ssr1y x E 1< 
Since x and K were arbitrary we have that c is a closed map; thus proving 
Lemqa4. U 
Lenrma 5. Furedtck x E na<,, X&, [x] is Lhdebf (as a subqhzce af 6~11 -Cl <_, .Ya). 
Pm& Let % be an open cover by basic open boxes of [x]~ As before let (IN, e) 
be a countable 1:tementary substructure of (HY, E) such that x and % are elements 
of M and let a: =M not. I cliaim that % n1w‘ covers [xl. C&en any y -x, let 
Z=yftRUX~(W~ -CT). Since 2 EM there e&t5 V fs $I ni! such that 2 E V. Since 
the support of I+’ is contained in U, we have that y C: V. III 
Lemma 4, Lemma 3 and the paracokpactness of <wl -V,,,, X, imply ichat 
<ol -III,,,, X,! is par&compact (see Kunen [2, Lemma 1.Q. 
Ramwks. Theorem 2 cannot be extended to <OX -cl,,,, Xa, since if X, is the 
two element space. this product is 2”” with the Ga -topology, which is not normal 
(see van Douwen Cl]). 
Kunen has noted that the existence of art ml-scale in ow implies that ~~141 a - 
v ct6c3i +..I is paracompact where each X, is a bzmpax3 metric space (and thereflere 
QW-CT! gCWl Xa is paracompact). However-, i do noa know whether MA is enough 
to1 imply 6~ 1-3 CJ, qwl Xm is normal s&e_;e the X, are compact metric spaces. 
Of course, Lemmas 4 aEd 5 can be proven without using the Lowenheim-Skole;n 
Thearem. In Lemma 4 all that is needed is an ar Co 1 such that for every F E [&jcw, 
the support of U? is contained in (r. For Lemma 5 find fy < w 1 and 9 c $d countable 
such that for every ‘Cp 6 * the support of V is contained in cy and for every y -x 
if for every #3 zz rs~ y 03) = x f/3)$ then ibe,re xists V f SF such that y E V. 
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